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Bushnell banner 6-18x50 review

0 Great product from Bushnell Banner, Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle Scope is a great addition to the Twilight and Dawn series. It offers the power range many times its price, it is a universal range that can be used with all kinds of rifles and shotguns, with exemplary performance in low light conditions. All in all, lots
for any enthusiast who offers affordability and performance in one package. Review of Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle ScopeFeaturesGreat for Shotgun (Deer &amp; Turkeys)Remote Varmint and Target Range, Airgun ScopeParallax Focus from 10yd-InfinityMagnification: 6 to 18xObjective Lenses:
50mmMagnification, Field of View and ResolutionThe first consideration buyer must make when purchasing a range is magnification. This is the primary function of the range, and without an appropriate magnification range, the range is almost useless. Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle Scope stands out in this
department, offering you a wide range of magnification settings thanks to its variable magnification. You have the ability to zoom in on the target, producing an image up to or between 6 and 18 times its actual size. This offers you a huge advantage in this area because you can bring the target as close as you want, ensuring accurate
traction. This massive zoom setting range also allows you to adjust another important characteristic of any range: field of view. The field of view is the distance you can see in the range from right to left, and bushnell banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 offers a 17ft field of view. This may sound low, but this field of view is measured at
the lowest magnification setting of 6x and is quite good compared to the field of view offered by other ranges at this magnification. As a result, you can see more of the environment and the target on a scale that gives you some advantage when it comes to tracking and positioning the target in its environment thought range. In order to
complete the picture, we consider the resolution that offers scope. This resolution is a large measure of the image quality of the range. The range with great resolution will have a crisp and clear picture, with high contrast that allows you to easily distinguish the target background. And you'll be happy to know that Bushnell Banner Twilight
&amp; Dawn 6-18×50, and is able to pull any target from its background for you, making the targeting game a sure bet. Lens Lens Diameter Lenses are the most important components of any range, which is all their primary characteristics such as field of view and image quality. Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle Scope
boasts 50mm. lens (the lens closest to the target), bringing it into competition with many more expensive ranges that cost more than $300. A larger lens lens translates into by allowing space to gather more light as well as greater assessment of the field of vision. It also means excellent performance in low light due to more light entering
the range. However, larger objective lenses also result in a larger range, which can be tedious when it comes to mounting and aiming. Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 strikes a fine balance between image quality and practicality thanks to intelligent design by the manufacturer, making it a versatile and accurate tool in this
area. Eye Relief and precise adjustmentMay inexperienced shooter suffered an injury called eye range due to the extent of hitting the holder over the eye, making an ugly cut. To avoid this, manufacturers design the range so that the image makes a certain distance from the nearest lens. This distance is called eye relief, and bushnell
banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 offers competitive eye relief of 3.5 inches. This is suitable not only for high performance rifles, but also for shot-guns, which is a testament to its versatility. Bushnell Banner Dusk &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 features standard knobs for setting wind and altitude. It also has more flexibility that allows you to
adapt to paralaxes, a feature usually found on high-end ranges in excess of $300. All this flexibility allows you to take into account all possible conditions you may encounter, and helps Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 guarantee accuracy under any conditions. Optical coating and water/mist ProofLens quality and coatings
play a major role when it comes to image quality. All too often, budget ranges might boast a number of features, but their image quality can leave a lot to be desired because cost reduction measures are easy to see in terms of glass quality and lens coatings. Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 does not suffer from any such
errors, offering Bushnell's proven twilight and darkness multipurpose lenses that provide a clear picture in low light, where even high-end ranges fail. In addition to a multipurpose lens that prevents distortion of the image due to reflection, bushnell Banner Dusk &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 is completely water and mist resistant thanks to nitrogenfilled cylinders and integrated O-rings that prevent water from entering the range. Add these features to your impact-resistant design, and you have a range that is unlikely to fail in any conditions. Optional AttachmentsThe Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 is part of the extensive and hugely popular Twilight and Dawn series
from Bushnell Banner, which means that there are a number of optional attachments available for them. Popular choices include Bushnell Laser Boresighter, which allows you to quickly sigh your range without Ammunition. And as a Bushnell product, it works all the better with the Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 range. Flip
open range lid is also a great choice, keeping your range clear from snow until you need it. Then just turn to open the lid, aim and shoot. Butler Creek 10-11 Eyepiece Multiflex Flip-Open Scope CoverA lot of customers who buy Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle Scope also buy laser borehole to make it easier to see the
newly mounted rifle range. Specifically, Bushnell Laser BoresighterCustomer ReviewsAs evidence of its size, Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 has a high rating on reviews you can find online. Read more reviews and testimonials about the Bushnell Banner Dusk &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Scope Rifle.Pros and ConsNeedless to
say, the Bushnell Banner Dusk &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 is one of the best scopes in the budget range, competing with the scopes many times its price and managing to hold its own. Its crystal-clear image quality and unmatched performance in low light make it an excellent choice for hunters, whether they mount it on rifles or fire guns. And
thanks to its hard construction and water/fog proof design, you can be sure it will remain flawless in all conditions. Add variable magnification, precise adjustments including paralax adjustments, excellent eye relief and large objective lenses to your list of features, and you'll end up with one of the best ranges on the market. Bushnell
Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50 Rifle Scope PricingClick here to find current prices and more information about Bushnell Banner Twilight &amp; Dawn 6-18×50. Check out our other rifle range reviews to find more great rifle ranges. Please use the image above for a Pin on Pinterest! Find what you're looking for © 1996-2014,
Amazon.com, Inc. or its Bushnell Banner affiliates 6-18x50mm AO Riflescope Chuck Hawks Illustrations courtesy of Bushnell Once Bushnell was imported by the stepchild of American manufacturer Bausch &amp; Lomb, but Bushnell thrived on rifles while B&amp;L's name disappeared. Today Bushnell markets a wide price range of
ranges, plus red dot sights and other optical products. For a long time one of bushnell's mainstay products was Banner Line riflescopes. They were generally among the best ranges in their price class, offering good performance and reliability at a price. Like all bushnell ranges with which I am familiar, they come from Asia. Bushnell
describes the subject of this review, the 6-18x50 AO (for adjustable target) Banner as a super-high-performance variable space for high performance centerfire and break-barrel air rifles. (That last--air rifle--part always seemed a bit schizophrenic to me.) The 6-18x Banner variable is built on a one-piece aluminum alloy main tube. Comes
with matt black outer Features include Bushnell's Twilight &amp; Dawn Brightness multiple lens coatings, fast focus eyepiece, light-grip zoom ring, and 1/4 MOA fingertip re-settable windage and height adjustment. Like all banner ranges, the 6-18x50 is dry nitrogen filled and is hazy, waterproof, and impacted. The 6-18x50's adjustable
target allows the shooter to repair paralaxes in any range between 10 yards and infinity. Bushnell Banner riflescopes are included in the limited lifetime warrantee. This warranty is good for the life of the original buyer. Banner 6-18x50mm AO variable power range (model #71-6185) is 16″ long and weighs 18 ounces. The relief of the eye is
3.5 and the adjustment range is 40 MOA. The field of view is 17' on 6x and only 6' on 18x. The diameter of the output mature is 8.3 mm at a power of 6 and 2.8 mm at 18x. Bushnell Multi-X reticle, basically a copy of leupold duplex, is standard. For long ranges varmint rifle I prefer a finer crosshair, but the Multi-X is more versatile. The
2004 MSRP is $184, and the local discount price where I live is about $130. This large, heavy range is best suited for use on large, heavy rifles. Specialized, long-range varmint rifles chambered for such cartridges as .22-250, .223 WSSM, .220 Swift, .243 Winchester, and 6mm Remington seem to be the most logical applications for this
range. For this review the 6-18x Banner was mounted on a Ruger KM77VT Mk. II varmint rifle in a .220 caliber Swift using high Ruger rings. The .220 is one of the highest speed and straightest shooting of all rifle rounds, and because the usual targets are small rodents, one of the few that can justify such a strong range. If the 6-18 power
variable turned out to be almost ideal for this application. As I came to expect from bushnell banner ranges, to the extent everything worked as advertised. Optics, although not excellent, are good. Sharpness and contrast are sufficient to define small targets over long distances. Suppressing flares seemed more than satisfactory. It was
cloudy on a day when we had 6-18 in the range, no surprise in western Oregon this winter, so lens flares were unlikely to be a problem in any case. The ergonomics range is good. The variable power ring is easy to grasp even when wearing gloves, the adjustable front target is large and grooved for comfortable handling, and the rubber
covered eyepiece fast focus ring was, as always, a pleasure to use. Why all the range brands haven't embraced this Euro-style quick focus is a mystery to me. Like other Banner ranges that I have owned and tested, the 6-18x variable is surprisingly good, especially given its modest cost. My impression is better than average optics, good
flare suppression, adequate surface, precise finish and durability. Banner line is still one of the best, perhaps best, range lines in its price 6-18x50mm AO is a worthy representative of the group. Groups.
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